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Consciousness abounds with objects and relations. Amidst these relations and objects, 

consciousness remains unified. In order to provide a viable account of this unified 

consciousness, Tim Bayne presents a mereological account of the phenomenal unity. 

For Bayne, Consciousness is phenomenal consciousness and the term ‘conscious, 

‘experiential’, ‘phenomenal’ are synonyms. Themereological account of phenomenal 

unity raises the central question regarding the possibility of partial unity. A full 

analysis of the synchronic unity of phenomenal consciousness should answer the 

question whether it is possible for two or more simultaneous experiences to be merely 

partially unified. In this article, I want to highlight the problem of partial unity in 

respect of mereological account of synchronic unity of phenomenal consciousness 

briefly after Tim Bayne. 
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Introduction: Consciousness abounds with objects and relations. Amidst these 

relations and objects, consciousness remains unified. In order to provide a viable 

account of this unified consciousness, Tim Bayne presents a mereological account of 

the phenomenal unity. For Bayne, Consciousness is phenomenal consciousness and 

the terms ‘conscious’, ‘experiential’, ‘phenomenal’ are synonymous. In order to 

capture the depth of phenomenal unity, Bayne wants us to begin with the description 

of one’s overall state of consciousness. He points out that the notions of subject unity 

and representational unity fail to reach at the heart of the unity of consciousness. He 

invites us to reflect on ‘what it is like to hear a rumba playing on a stereo whilst a 

bartender mixes a mojito’. Obviously these two experiences are subject unified as 

they are had by the same subject.  They can also be viewed as representationally 

unified when one hears the rumba coming from behind the bartender. Bayne 

maintains that such characterizations do not capture the deeper and the primitive unity 

involving the fact that these two experiences possess a conjoint experiential 

character. He also points out that any description of such a state that omits the fact 

that those experiences are had as parts or components of a single, total (overall) 

conscious state is incomplete. He calls this sort of unity as phenomenal unity, which is 

sometimes termed as co-consciousness. Here is Bayne describing phenomenal unity,  

‘We can say that what it is for a pair of experiences to occur within a single 

phenomenal field just is for them to enjoy a conjoint phenomenality – for there 

to be something it is like for the subject in question not only to have both 

experiences but to have them together’. 
1
 

Bayne thinks that such a conception of the unity of consciousness can explain why it 

is possible to hold ‘that the simultaneous experiences of a single subject are 
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necessarily unified’. He explains the concept of synchronic unity of phenomenal 

consciousness in mereological terms. 

According to the mereological account, ‘phenomenal unity is the relation 

between token experiences.’
2
 Token experiences such as my backache and my visual 

experiences of a galloping horse are parts of a single composite experience, and, so, 

phenomenally unified with each other. However, my experience of a galloping horse 

and another person’s experience of the same are not phenomenally unified because 

there is no experience which can be said to contain both these experiences. This view 

is known as experiential parts view.  Suppose we have two experiences. We can call 

them experiential part-1 and experiential part-2. These two parts are phenomenally 

unified as it is subsumed by an overall experience.  

Bayne explains the notion of subsumption in terms of parts and wholes, i. e., 

in mereological terms. When one experience subsumes another experience, we can 

say that the former contains the latter. A subject’s total experiential state is a whole 

that includes other experiential parts. These experiential parts may be subject’s overall 

perceptual experiences, her overall auditory experiences as well as the experience of a 

car parking in front of her house. These total phenomenal states are characterized as 

‘homeomerous’. In a sense, experiential parts are ‘like – parted’. In other words, all 

the parts that compose the total state share their experiential nature. Bayne notes that 

even thinkers who account for the unity of consciousness in terms of co-

consciousness often do so in mereological language. By way of example, he presents 

Lockwood saying that experiences are co-conscious‘when they are parts of a complex 

experience’.
3
 

Area of research: 

The thrust area of this research is the problem of partial unity in respect of 

mereological account of synchronic unity of phenomenal consciousness which is fully 

related to Philosophy of Mind and NeuroPhilosophy. 

Objectives:  

The mereological account of phenomenal unity raises the central question 

regarding the possibility of partial unity but leaves it open. A full analysis of the unity 

of consciousness should answer the question whether it is possible for two or more 

simultaneous experiences to be merely partially unified. Phenomenal unity is claimed 

to be both transitive and symmetrical. The question has been raised as to its 

transitivity. If experiences e1, e2 and e3 are such that e1 and e2 are each phenomenally 

unified with e3 then can we also infer that e1 and e2 are both unified with each other? 

Advocates of partial unity maintain that it is possible for each of e1 and e2 to be 

unified with e3 without being unified with each other. They admit the possibility of 

failures of transitivity in the context of the sets of simultaneous experiences. It can 

easily be shown that the phenomenal unity is not necessarily transitive where the 

states involved are not simultaneous. However, it is also strongly claimed that 

transitivity cannot fail for sets of simultaneous experiences. This claim is grounded on 

the supposition that the phenomenal field cannot fragment in such a way that can 

make the possibility for the failure of transitivity. Thus, the transitivity thesis claims 

that phenomenal unity is transitive with respect to simultaneous states. That is to say, 
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for any three simultaneous experiences, e1, e2and e3, if e1 and e2 are each 

phenomenally unified with e3 then they must also be unified with each other.  

Discussion and Results: 

Barry Dainton says that “when an experience e1 is co-conscious with a 

simultaneous experience e2, these two experiences are I effect fused into a single unity 

of experience, each part of which is co-conscious with every other part.”
4
But he also 

express his doubts about the possibility for another experience e3 to be co-conscious 

with e2 without also being co-conscious with e1. MychaelTye holds that partial unity 

is found in the content of consciousness. He offers following example of a scenario 

which explain the nature of partial unity –“S has two multimodal experiences, e1 and 

e2. e1 represents the pinprick in S’s neck, his left arm, fingers, and the surface his left 

forefinger is touching. e2 represents the pinprick in S’s neck, his right arm, fingers, 

and the surface the right forefinger is touching. The pricking is phenomenally unified 

with redness by their entering into the same phenomenal content – the phenomenal 

content of e1. The pricking is phenomenally unified with greenness in like manner, 

but this time the common content is the phenomenal content of e2. Since S has no 

experience whose phenomenal content has entering into it both greenness and redness, 

the two colors are not phenomenally unified.”
5
 

Bayne distinguishes his notion of partial unity from Tye’s notion. Tye 

understands partial unity in terms of relations between the contents of consciousness. 

For Bayne partial unity occurs if and only if e1(experience 1)and e2(experience 

1)share an experiential part. Bayne further points out that some kind of ‘partial unity’ 

may be found in cases involving unconscious mental states, such as belief states, 

which are merely dispositional states. However, Bayne maintains that when we 

consider the possibility of partial unity we must focus on relations between conscious 

states. Bayne admits that we cannot call the idea of partial unity as incoherent on the 

basis of the theory that no consistent assignment of partially unified states to subject 

of experience is available. For to do so would involve the assumption that 

simultaneous experiences, belonging to the same subject, must be phenomenally 

unified – which is the central idea of the unity thesis. We cannot assume the unity 

thesis, which is yet to be established. The main point is that the unity thesis is not a 

conceptual truth and this is particularly important for Bayne because he begins his 

explorations with conceptions of subjects of experience in biological terms. 

Moreover, he acknowledges that on another view of subjects as ‘networks of 

functionally defined mental states’ it is possible for a subject to have experiences that 

are not phenomenally unified. Thus, simultaneous but disunified experiences can be 

assigned to such a subject. 

Tim Bayne claims that though it is possible for partial unity to exist 

independently, yet it is also possible for phenomenal unity, associated with it to exist 

parallel. Some theorist, who accept partial unity model, mention some behaviorally 

disordered persons such as split brain, person under hypnosis, minimally responsive 

persons etc. They argue that a split brain subject has only a single but only partly 

unified consciousness. Briefly, the highest and comparatively more important and 

complex part of the brain, the cerebrum is divided into two hemispheres – the left 

cerebral hemisphere and the right cerebral hemisphere. The left hemisphere is 

connected to the right side of the body; the right hemisphere is connected to the left 

side of the body. These two parts of the cerebrum are responsible for accomplishing 
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different function. While the left cerebral hemisphere is responsible for word 

formation and the ability to analyze, the right cerebral hemisphere is linked to our 

non-verbal abilities. The division of the cerebrum in two halves first appeared in 

discussions in the year 1960. Before this it was salient, that in the case of right 

handers, their left cerebral hemisphere is more effective than the right hemisphere. In 

other words, it was salient that the left cerebral hemisphere is more dexterous than the 

right cerebral hemisphere. Since most human beings are right handers – this fact helps 

to prove that the left cerebral cortex is more powerful.  

          However, after 1960, this idea has changed. In the meanwhile, the various ideas 

and experiments conducted on patients’ neurological diseases helped change this idea. 

The patients were affected by epilepsy. A typical surgical procedure followed for the 

treatment of epilepsy is known as commissuretomy. In commissurotomy the corpus 

callosum is removed. In general, the left and right sides of the brains is able to 

communicate with each other. As a result, it can be seen that the left and the right 

sides of the brain are acting in entirely different manners. 

         Later, Gazzaniga
6
continued research on this and proved that if the connection 

between the left and right brain is disconnected then the concerned individual faces 

self-contradiction within himself. If the said individual tries to attack his wife with an 

axe in his left hand, then his right hand attempts to stop his left hand from doing so. It 

is hence proved that each hemisphere of the brain has a mind of its own. If the right 

cerebral hemisphere is freed from the influence of the left cerebral hemispheres then 

the right hemisphere expresses its own emotions, desires and so on. Such 

experimentations on split brain patients have shown that the complete experiences of 

each hand reveal the opposite brain. In the case of visual experiences, every retina 

reveals any one hemisphere. The special dexterous of each hemisphere can be 

inspired from the patient’s behaviour.    

           The experiments of Roger Sperry and his colleagues have established that 

patients could easily able to identify the objects touched by the right hand though the 

same was not so easy for the left hand. Hence they concluded that in the case of object 

names, the left hemisphere is more effective than the right hemisphere. Further 

experiment has shown when the situation arises to determine an object based on touch 

alone, then, if the object is placed on the left visual field, the left hand can identify it, 

whereas the right visual field and the right hand cannot do the same. From this it was 

decided that the right hemisphere is more adept at synthetic perceptual insight. On the 

other hand, the left hemisphere is more adept at analytical and verbal abilities. So it 

can be said that subject has a single but only partly unified consciousness.  

          In response to this objection Bayne argues that phenomenal unity is both 

transitive and symmetrical. This claim is grounded on the supposition that the 

phenomenal field cannot fragment in such a way that can make the possibility for the 

failure of transitivity. Thus, the transitivity thesis claims that phenomenal unity is 

transitive with respect to simultaneous states. That is to say, for any three 

simultaneous experiences, e1, e2 and e3, if e1 and e2 are each phenomenally unified 

with e3 then they must also be unified with each other.  

Another important argument for rejecting partial unity is based on the 

difficulty in projecting oneself into the perspective of a partially unified subject. This 
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argument is known as the projectability argument.
7
Bayne presents this argument in 

the following manner: 

‘(1) If partial unity were possible then there would be something distinctive it 

is like to be a partially unified subject – there would be such a thing as a 

partially unified phenomenal perspective. 

(2) We are unable to project ourselves into a partially unified phenomenal 

perspective. 

(3) If there were such a thing as a partially unified phenomenal perspective 

then we should be able to project ourselves into it. 

(C) Thus, partial unity is impossible.’  

Susan Hurley maintains that the first premise of the above argument is problematic. 

She thinks that it is not possible to see the difference between full unity and partial 

unity in subjective terms. For Hurley the difference between full unity and partial 

unity concerns the relation between token experiences and the subjective perspective 

can have access only to the content of experience (phenomenal character).
8
 In order to 

make her point she considers two subjects of experience S1 and S2. S1 is said to have 

two unified experiences, an experience of red at a definite location in her visual field 

(V1) and of an experience of hearing a violin (a1). By contrast, S2 has a partially 

unified consciousness in that she experiences such as an experience of red (V1) and 

two experiences of hearing a violin (a1 and a2).  Both the auditory experiences are 

unified with her visual experience but they are not unified with each other. This is so 

because a1 and a2 have exactly the same phenomenal character, they are phenomenal 

duplicates. This is why there is no subjective contrast between S1 and S2. Hence, there 

will be nothing like distinctively partially unified phenomenal perspective. This is 

why ‘what it is like’ tests fail to capture the structure of consciousness. This also 

shows why projectability cannot succeed.  

Bayne contends that Hurley’s argument against projectability argument rests 

on the possibility of phenomenal duplicates. Bayne’s tripartite conception of 

experience rejects the possibility of phenomenal duplicates.
9
 However, Bayne admits 

that on other views of consciousness Hurley can make her point. Bayne maintains that 

those views are ‘unattractive’ and, thus, the first premise of the projectability 

argument is secure. The first premise claims that ‘there would be such a thing as a 

distinctive partially unified subjective perspective.’
10

 

The second premise of the projectability argument claims that we are unable to 

project ourselves into a partially unified perspective. Lockwood counters this claim by 

suggesting that it is not difficult to project oneself into a partially unified perspective 

by imagining each of subjects overlapping experiences (e1& e3 and e2& e3) 

successively. He acknowledges that such successive acts of imagination may not 

generate that sort of experience of e1& e2 which would be possible if we could 

imagine e1& e3 and e2& e3 all at once. Yet, he maintains that this will not deter us 

from projecting ourselves into a partially unified perspective.
11

 

Following Nagel, Bayne gives a different reason for admitting the tenability of 

the second premise. In order to make his point Bayne considers some objections to 

Lockwood’s proposal. He mentions Peacocke’s contention that the successive acts of 

imagination would not capture the phenomenon of imagining the simultaneous 

experiences of a single subject. Dainton’s objection to Lockwood’s proposal 

highlights the fact that in those successive acts of imagination the e3 type of 
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experience in e1& e3 will not be numerically identical with the e3 type of experience 

in e2& e3. Bayne thinks that such objections do not show why one cannot ‘stipulate 

that one is imagining the simultaneous experiences of a single subject’.
12

He considers 

a notion of ‘projective imagination’ to show why such a stipulation is not possible. 

According to Bayne such projection is possible when one imagines something ‘from 

the inside’. Following Nagel he calls the state as ‘sympathetic imagination’. By 

putting oneself, in ‘a conscious state resembling the thing’, one imagines 

sympathetically that thing. Thus, ‘one can sympathetically imagine only’ what it is 

like to be in a certain type of conscious state.
13

Since sympathetic imagination 

involves replication of the state being imagined it must possess the same structure as 

their targets. This distinguishes sympathetic imagination from perceptual and 

propositional imagination. For this reason, Nagel thinks, we cannot sympathetically 

imagine what it would be like to echolocate – we do not possess the ability to 

echolocate like bats. 
14

Thus, from the successive acts of projection we can at best 

imagine being a subject will one sort of phenomenal state followed by another. It is 

not possible to stipulate that one is imagining the simultaneous experiences of a single 

subject for it does not extend to sympathetic imagination. On this ground Bayne 

concludes that the second premise of the projectability argument remains secure.  

However, Bayne justifiably claims that the third premise of the argument is 

not secure.  He argues that neither imaginability in general nor sympathetic 

unimaginability proves impossibility. On the basis of the fact that we are not capable 

to imagine what it is like to be a bat we cannot conclude that there is nothing it is like 

to be a bat. The third premise could be defended only if there were grounds to hold 

that our projective abilities exhaust the space of phenomenal possibilities which is not 

at all the case. Being unable to project oneself into the perspective of a disunified 

subject does not prove that such subjects are impossible. These considerations lead 

Bayne to maintain that the third premise of the argument is not secure. 

In a bid to salvage something from the wreck of the projectability argument 

Bayne explains the reason why we think that there are possible phenomenal 

perspectives which we cannot access imaginatively. One reason for admitting the 

possibility of such phenomenal perspectives is that we can conceive them. Hence, 

Bayne thinks that arguments against partial unity must explore, first, whether there 

might be the possibility of any incoherence in the notion of partial unity. Thus, he 

constructs a conceivability based argument against partial unity. Bayne distinguishes 

between strong inconceivability and weak inconceivability after Van Cleve (1983). 

Something is strongly inconceivable for S when S seems to see that it is impossible, 

whereas something is weakly inconceivable for S if S cannot see that it is possible. 

Weak inconceivability follows from strong inconceivability but not vice versa. Bayne 

notes that ‘strength’ here rests upon the content of the inconceivability intuition and 

not upon any feeling of constitute. Bayne thinks that partial unity is not strongly 

inconceivable. He doubts that first person acquaintance with consciousness manifests 

any substantive features of consciousness as its necessary features. He does not think 

that first person reflection on consciousness can provide grounds for thinking that 

certain features of consciousness derives from the essential nature of consciousness.  

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, following Tim Bayne, we think that it is a prudent position to ‘retain 

partial unity as a potential model of consciousness’ though the possibility is 
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surrounded with an air of suspicion. It may be that in some facts of behaviourally and 

clinically disordered patients, there are some kinds of breakdown of unity in 

consciousness were found. Again,if we admit the partial unity among phenomenal 

properties of phenomenal field of consciousness, then our daily life will be disrupted 

in every moment. Our thought, intention, feelings, happiness, sorrow, emotions, 

desire, belief, perception, sensation etc will be full of lying-in-room of untidiness. The 

world will be a sacred place of indiscipline. So keeping aside all the debate, we 

conclude that there must have not any partial unity of our consciousness and for more 

explanation it would take the space of another thesis. Those who think or believe that 

unity of phenomenal consciousness is not possible are dwelling upon in their own 

reality. I think the cases of disunity as shown by the opponents are nothing but the 

contextual manifestation of the unity. The whole matter can be represented in an 

argumentative form. The concept of disunity necessarily comes after the concept of 

unity. Without the existence of unity, there is no plausibility of the explanations of 

this disunity. Unity of phenomenal consciousness always remains as the locus of the 

so-called-disunity 
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